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INTRODUCTION
HOW TO READ YOUR RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY REPORT
When two people are involved in a relationship, they get to know each other more deeply over
time. At first, everything is wonderful and friction is rare. Then, as time goes by, you get to
know other sides of your partner and, undoubtedly, discover some personality traits you don’t
like, and other traits you appreciate. The more time you spend together, the more you get to

know each other. But even if you consider your relationship almost perfect, you will certainly
experience at least some areas of possible friction.
The purpose of this report is to point out the different personality traits you possess, and how
compatible they are. This report will help you identify those properties that are, at least to some
extent, not compatible, and suggest how to prevent them from damaging, or dominating, your
relationship.
It is important to also keep in mind that you may have some qualities that, although positive, are
not compatible, but that negative traits are almost always a cause for friction. Therefore, you
may find that this Relationship Compatibility Report is at times more critical and perhaps
somewhat harsh - unlike most readings of this kind. If you feel uncomfortable with that,
remember that this report was designed to throw light on those aspects in your charts that need to
be understood and recognized, because if they are not, they can do a lot more damage than a few
critical remarks in a reading.
Elvis and Priscilla, you will probably encounter some texts such as: “The compatibility aspect in
this area of the chart is already included in other parts of this report, offset by other conditions or
redundant”.
This is done in order to offer a perspective that is as well balanced and clear as possible, and
repeating certain traits would place too much emphasis on them.
Master numbers are also handled somewhat different in a relationship compatibility report. They
are reduced to their single digit values, because it is in the single digit’s archetype that those
personality traits are represented. If a number that appears in your chart is 11, 22, or 33, and the
compatibility refers to the numbers 2, 4, and 6 respectively, this is not a typo but an indicator that
the compatibility is based on the single-digit sum of your Master number.
You will also find that some numbers normally included in a personal numerology reading are
not included in a relationship compatibility report. This is because the compatibility between
two people is influenced much more strongly -- as much as ninety-five percent -- by the core
numbers, than by all the other numbers in the chart combined. In fact, the lesser numbers in the
chart would only muddle the waters if analyzed in the context of a relationship compatibility
report.

Elvis and Priscilla, I hope you will enjoy your Compatibility Report and, more importantly, I
hope you will find this reading to be beneficial to your relationship.

LIFE PATH
If ever there was a moment of total transformation, it was the moment of your birth. In that
instant, you stepped through a door in time into a new reality -- the reality of human life. The
most important number in your numerology chart is based on the date of your birth, the moment
when the curtain goes up in your life.

Even at that moment, you were a person with your own unique character, as unique as your
DNA. Everything that is you existed in potential, much like a play that is about to begin. Your
entire life exists as a potential that has been prepared for. Elvis, you have ultimate freedom to do
with your life as you like: To fulfill its potential completely, or to make some smaller version of
yourself. It all depends upon your effort and commitment. You make the decisions to fulfill, to
whatever extent, the potential life that exists within you. That is your choice. In this sense, the
possible you is implicit during the moment of your birth.
The Life Path number gives us a broad outline of the opportunities, challenges, and lessons we
will encounter in this lifetime. Your Life path is the road you are traveling. It reveals the
opportunities and challenges you will face in life. Your Life Path number is the single most
important information available in your Personality Chart!
Elvis, your Life Path is 18/9
Elvis, you are the philanthropist, humanitarian, socially conscious, and are deeply concerned
about the state of the world. You have great compassion and idealism. You are a utopian, and
will spend your life trying to realize some aspect of your utopian dream, sacrificing money, time,
and energy for a better world. It is in giving that you will find much satisfaction.
You have a broad outlook on life. You tend to see the big picture, rather than the minute
details. You naturally attract people from all walks of life who can fit into your larger plans and
take over the areas you find uninteresting. The person with a 9 Life Path is rarely prejudiced or
accepts social biases of people. Instead, they evaluate people on the basis of what they can do for
the larger cause. They are the true egalitarian.
Elvis, you are imaginative and creative, especially at harmoniously arranging the beauty
already potential in the environment. These abilities can lead you into such fields as interior
decorating, landscape art, and photography. But because of your strong social consciousness, you
can be an effective politician, lawyer, judge, minister, teacher, healer, and environmentalist.
Vocations that require self- sacrifice and have a clear social impact are common among 9s.
You are often disappointed by the realities of life: the shortcomings of others, or of yourself.
Somehow, you don't want to accept the imperfections of the world, a feeling that drives you
constantly to try to improve upon it. But rather than be satisfied with your efforts, and those of
others, you relentlessly push on, striving for greater accomplishments. You are often unsatisfied
with the results. In short, you lack the perspective that would otherwise make it possible for you
to enjoy life more fully, and accept its natural limitations.
You have a controlled enthusiasm and the ability to finish what you start.
A key to your personality is the necessity of sacrifice. You have to learn to let go of material
possessions and relationships, the inherent lesson being that holding on too tightly to anything
causes pain.
Money comes to you through mysterious or unexpected ways: inheritance; the benevolence of
someone who was inspired by your work; or a lucky investment.
Conversely, if you pursue money for its own sake, after giving up on your larger dreams,
you're likely to find yourself empty handed.
The most successful and satisfying road for a nine is giving; sharing and sacrificing for a
larger goal, without expecting anything in return. Elvis, your greatest chance at success is to tie
your personal fortunes to an endeavor that makes the world a better place for others. Very often,

this turns into a highly successful and lucrative enterprise, providing amply for you and your
family. Your life rests on the axiom that the more you give, the bigger your reward.
You are romantic, but your love is more impersonal. You tend to be focused on your dreams.
When you are not in harmony with your true nature, you can fall to moodiness, or become
aloof, and withdrawn. You can become timid, uncertain, and ungrateful, putting the blame for
your troubles on others or the world. You have a gift for examining your life objectively, and at
some distance. Be honest with yourself. By openly facing your shortcomings, as well as your
strengths, you develop equilibrium. You are thus able to love and better understand yourself and
all of life.
Priscilla, your Life Path is 12/3
You possess a great talent for creativity and self expression. Many writers, poets, actors and
musicians are born under the 3 Life Path. Priscilla, you are witty, possess a gift for gab, and
savor the limelight. Your talent for the expressive arts is so abundant that you may well have felt
drawn to becoming an artist while still very young. Your artistic abilities can only be developed,
however, through discipline and commitment to the true development of your talent.
Commitment, concentration and hard work are the only means of bringing forth your talent.
Thanks to your gift for self expression, you can be the life of the party, and the center of
attention. However, you could easily squander your talent by becoming a social butterfly. Your
creativity is the gift that can give you the comfort and luxury you desire, but not without
continual focus and discipline. You are optimistic and possess the resilience to overcome many
setbacks. You are socially active, popular, and inspire people with your sunny "happy go lucky"
attitude. Priscilla, you can be generous to a fault. Many people born under the 3 Life Path have
difficulty handling money because they can be disorganized and not particularly serious about
their responsibilities. You are emotional and vulnerable. When hurt, you withdraw into a cloud
of silence, eventually emerging from your reticence with jokes and laughter that cover up your
true feelings. You can become moody and cynical when depressed. You can succumb to
sarcastic remarks, which can be painful to those around you. When used positively, your talent
for self expression can be a great inspiration force in the world, uplifting others, and bringing
much success and happiness to you.
Your Life Path's compatibility is 9 and 3
Elvis and Priscilla, your Life Path numbers are the most important numbers in your charts, and,
as such, their compatibility is very important to the well-being of your relationship.
This aspect of the chart, Priscilla and Elvis, reflects excellent compatibility between the two of
you. The three and the nine can form a strong unity, one that often lasts for a very long time - if
not forever.
They represent archetypes that are almost mythical in their romantic bond. Lots of stories of
endless patience and self-sacrifice could be told about this unity. And what makes this so
surprising is the fact that this is possible even though both numbers are considered self-centered,
even egocentric at times.
Priscilla and Elvis, you both have powerful imaginations and intense inner lives, and that makes
the two of you creative, albeit in very different ways. Priscilla has a unique, somewhat offbeat

originality, and expects life to be full of unexpected events and turns. Elvis, in turn, likes to
manipulate the environment until everything is harmonious. Elvis has the talent to combine
colors and materials to create beauty in a disciplined manner. Priscilla appreciates the way Elvis
seems to be able to control events and surroundings, while Elvis envies the easy manner in which
Priscilla accepts, and takes advantage of, whatever life has to offer. This brings balance to your
relationship.
Priscilla, your three in this part of the chart is often compared to the sun: you are warming and
comforting to everyone, inspiring and uplifting to all. Elvis, the number nine you carry is the
most idealistic and self-sacrificing number. Like the three, it offers its love freely and
generously.
Although they are loving, generous, and worldly numbers, they can never forget for a moment
that they are at the center of whatever they dispense.
So, they can sometimes conflict, in particular when both are vying for the same limelight. In
such circumstances, they are like politicians in an election run-off. Even if, privately, they
respect and like each other, they will try to take away the attention and spotlight from their
partners. They can become very competitive, in which case, just like politicians, they will do
anything to win, even start throwing dirt at each other if they feel justified.
But that is pretty much the only area where the three and the nine combination may encounter
problems. This is, therefore, where you, Priscilla and Elvis, will have to be careful. Don’t
become competitive. Don’t feel you have to put down your partner in order to elevate yourself.
Instead, if you find that in social situations you compete with each other, take an honest look at
yourself and acknowledge it. In essence, this number combination shows great compatibility in
this aspect of the chart. Avoid competition and instead invest in building the caring, romantic,
life-long unity that comes so natural to you.

EXPRESSION
Your Expression number reveals your physical and mental constitution, the orientation or goal
of your life. Some numerologists refer to this number as the Destiny, because it represents a
lifelong target at which you are aiming. You work at fulfilling this potential every day of your
life. Thus, the Expression number reveals your inner goal, the person you aim to be.
The Expression number reveals the talents, abilities, and shortcomings that were with you
when you entered your human body. Your name, and the numbers derived from it, reveals your
development, as well as the talents and issues you will be working with during this life.
For those for whom reincarnation is an accepted philosophy, the vibration of your full name
can be seen as the totality of your personal evolution, the experiences, talents, and wisdom
accumulated over many life times. Every experience, no matter how great or small, along this
evolutionary path has influenced your development, and brought you to your current state of
being.
The Expression is your being; the Life Path is the major lesson you are attempting to learn this
time around. Time allows the gradual emergence of your personality. By reading the
Expression number below, you will come to understand your basic nature and the abilities and
issues inherent in your being.
Elvis, your Expression is 26/8

Elvis, you have the power and potential to achieve great things. It is both your challenge and
your birthright to gain dominion over a small part of the earth. Whatever your enterprise, you
strive to be the best and most successful in your field. You are highly competitive and will not
rest until you are satisfied that you have bypassed the opposition. You enjoy challenges and
rivalry.
You are a realist and a visionary planner. Money and authority are available to you if you are
willing to discipline yourself -- generally an inborn talent -- and persevere in the face of the
considerable obstacles in your path.
You are dynamic and have a talent for efficiency. You understand the larger picture, see the
broader challenges, and know how to marshal your collective resources to address the problems.
You delegate responsibility well; it is best for you to leave many of the details to others.
Elvis, you are a great leader of people and an outstanding judge of character. You are
demanding of those who work for you, often putting things in no uncertain terms: do it my way
or don't do it at all!
At the same time, you don't hesitate to reward the faithful and hardworking employee. You
are not a particularly tolerant leader; too much tolerance violates your sense of efficiency. You
go directly after your goal with courage and tenacity.
You have a natural understanding of money, authority, and power. You are able to struggle
consistently after your goal. Eventually power falls to you. Within you lies an innate balance
between the higher and lower characteristics of man. Your challenge in life is to balance your
higher ideals and your understanding of the hard realities of the earth.
Much effort will have to be put out and many ups and downs experienced before you reach the
level of success you desire. Life will probably test you many times with obstacles that seem
insurmountable. But in reality, these are merely opportunities for you to learn how to use power
and authority in the face of difficulties, and to find out just how much power lies within you.
It is crucial for your success that you balance the material and the spiritual. You have chosen
a path that requires balance between giving and taking, reward and punishment, action and
reaction. Despite the obstacles on your path, you are a true survivor.
When focused exclusively on your desire for results and success, you can become stubborn
and intolerant; you can be driven by excessive ambition, causing you to be exacting and without
perspective. Be careful of your alcohol consumption, a danger-zone for you. Elvis, you can be a
social drinker, mixing business with pleasure -- a dangerous cocktail.
An excellent manager, organizer and administrator you have talents in many areas of life.
Entrepreneurs, executives, bankers, brokers, negotiators, gamblers, coaches, collectors, heads of
institutions, builders, art dealers, manufacturers, promoters, military officers, police detectives,
smugglers, engineers, pilots or sea captains.
You have been entrusted with special gifts, the use or abuse of which has an immediate and
often physical effect upon you and those around you! Use these gifts for the good of mankind
and accept your own good fortune with gratitude. This is your rewarding stage in your
evolution. Yours is a life time of harvest
Priscilla, your Expression is 24/6
Priscilla, you are a loving and caring individual with a tendency to put the needs of others
before those of yourself. You are responsible and trustworthy with a high regard for justice and
honesty. Duty will follow you all your life and sometimes feel a little too much of a burden.

You are artistic. Harmony and beauty are high on your list of priorities. You have musical
talent but the creative talents of a 6 are sometimes left undeveloped or suppressed as a result of
your tendency to sacrifice your time and pleasure to the service of others. You are highly
creative in all areas of life, particularly the visual. You are also a talented business person and
can work methodically toward the realization of your goals.
You have a natural gift with flowers, gardens, and animals. Your love of children has caused
numerologists to dub you the "Cosmic Mother or Cosmic Father". The very shape of the 6
resembles and symbolizes "Pregnant with Love".
You are a natural counselor and healer. But you must be careful not to interfere with the
freedom of others. You are recognized as an idealist, mainly regarding marriage, friendships and
humanity.
The 6 is the most balanced of all numbers, but also contains within itself the greatest
paradoxes. It is as if opposite tendencies were tenuously poised. Because of its gift for
harmonizing these opposites, you are uniquely qualified to handle and integrate contradictions
within yourself. It is for this reason that 6s so frequently find themselves in the role of healers or
counselors, creating a peace between opposing points of view, or internal conflicts within the
self.
While you can be very idealistic, there may also be a temptation to acquire beautiful objects
by improper means. You must also guard against other meddlesome behavior and domestic
tyranny, or always having to have your own way in a family dispute.
Conversely, you have it within yourself to understand another person's dilemma and come up
with a creative solution. Your natural ability to give comfort and warmth can smooth over hurt
feelings like a healing balm. You attract love and appreciation. And rightly so, because you
give the same in return.
You make an outstanding teacher (especially young children or special education), healer,
counselor social worker, psychologist, artist, designer, gardener, florist, and farmer. You can be
successful in business, especially those that involve dealing with people.
Your Expression's compatibility is 8 and 6
More than any other number in your chart, your Expression number reflects who you are as a
person. Earlier, you read about the Life Path number and how important that number is in your
chart. However, the Life Path number reflects “the path you walk on,” and should be seen more
as a powerful influence than as a part of your personality makeup. Your Expression number on
the other hand, reflects a deeper part of you. It is more difficult to overcome possible negative
traits you may have recognized in yourself when they are found in this part of the chart, than
when they are found under the Life Path description.
It can’t be emphasized too much how important it is to realize that numbers in different areas of
the chart affect you differently, even when it is the same number. Sometimes, you may read
something that seems to directly contradict earlier statements. Yet, if you take the time to think
about them carefully, you will probably recognize that you, as a human being, are extremely
complex and full of the same contradictions. This is simply the way we are. You may be
organized in one area of your life, while chaos rules in another area. You may be tactful and
sensitive in one setting, and direct and confrontational in another situation.

Priscilla and Elvis, the six and the eight are very compatible. You are both practical and goaloriented people who are not afraid of responsibility. However, there are big differences in the
way the six and the eight view responsibility, and even bigger differences in the way they pursue
their respective goals.
Priscilla’s sense of responsibility is strongly focused on family and friends. Priscilla will be
hesitant to do anything that could endanger the comfort and lifestyle of those Priscilla is
committed to. Elvis’s sense of responsibility is committed to goals and dreams - their fulfillment
is Elvis’s priority. Where Priscilla will be very reluctant to take risks that might reflect on those
Priscilla cares about, Elvis will not hesitate to take certain carefully calculated risks because
Elvis feels that, if those goals are met, the lives of everyone around will improve. Priscilla is
capable of working for a long time to reach a goal, but Priscilla is much more grounded, Priscilla
will hesitate to step away from the beaten path. Elvis has a sense of business and is a visionary
with a practical, can-do mentality.
Interestingly, the six-and-eight combination is excellent for business partnerships. The six keeps
a reign on the dreams and visions of the eight. In turn, the eight can inspire the six to aim higher
and take advantage of the opportunities lying ahead. Without an eight to inspire a six, the six
will likely remain confined to small dreams requiring little or no risks. Without the grounded
realism of the six, an eight often gets lost between the vision and the goal. In a romantic
relationship, Priscilla and Elvis, the numbers found in this part of the chart similarly play off
each other’s strengths in ways that can be very good for the relationship.
Problems can arise when one partner tries to dominate the other, which has been known to
happen between a six and an eight. Priscilla, your tendency to take on any burden, your
willingness to sacrifice, and your need to feel secure in a relationship, can make you a victim to
the somewhat authoritarian and demanding nature of Elvis’s eight. Sometimes, the opposite
happens, and the inherit talent of Priscilla’s six to make others feel guilty simply by showing
how much Priscilla is willing to do for them can put a real damper on Elvis’s potentially
powerful and focused energy.
Priscilla and Elvis, this aspect of your charts is somewhat similar to reaching a fork in the road.
You have a choice between enriching and enhancing each other’s strengths and talents, or
frustrating your partner’s opportunities. The key to maintain a balanced relationship is not to try
to dominate each other.

HEART'S DESIRE
Your Heart's Desire is the inner you. It shows your underlying urge, your true motivation. It
reveals the general intention behind many of your actions. Consequently, it dramatically
influences the choices you make in life. The Heart's desire is seen as part of the larger picture,
called the core numbers, which includes the Life Path, Expression, Day you were born, and
Personality. But each points to a different aspect of you.
The Expression number reveals your talents and abilities, and your general direction in life.
The Life Path is the central lesson you came into the world to learn. The Day you were born is
very closely connected to your Life Path. It reveals specific talents you possess, which will be
helpful to you in dealing with your Life Path. The Personality reveals how people tend to see
you. It also demonstrates what characteristics you are projecting to the world. The Heart's
Desire demonstrates the identity of the soul that joined the earth -- you, the spiritual being.

Elvis, your Heart's Desire is 13/4
You like to live a stable, well organized life. You dislike sudden changes. You prefer
orderliness in all things. You have a systematic mind that is reflected in everything you do. You
can establish and maintain a routine. You are exacting with details and quite thorough.
You like to carefully analyze a problem and then tackle it in a logical and practical approach.
You want to be dependable, a rock of strength and an example of discipline for others.
Work is central to your life, but you may have a tendency to overdo it; you can easily become
a workaholic if you're not careful. You have a great deal of energy and can accomplish a lot.
You want a family and you are a good parent. You may carry the discipline and the need for
orderliness too far, especially in your family, making children and spouse feel oppressed and
limited. Flexibility is your key to harmony and balance in life. For you, structure is more
important than freedom, which you tend to interpret as chaos. But others do not have your need
for well defined systems, in fact, they may feel deeply inhibited and uncomfortable with it. The
peace you get from orderliness may represent a prison to someone else.
Elvis, you need and want much love, but you are not very demonstrative. You can be a little
rigid and stubborn.
You are honest and unpretentious. You detest liars and affectations.
You can be very determined and tenacious. You are the bedrock of any enterprise. You have
the courage to go into the nitty gritty of a problem and come up with a solution. Try not to lose
sight of the larger picture and dream while you plumb the depths of the bottom line.
Priscilla, your Heart's Desire is 10/1
Priscilla, your overpowering need is to be independent and to direct your own life according to
what you believe. Your dream is to become the leader of whatever field you enter. Whether it is
in business, community, or in your general area of expertise, you are driven to be the reigning
figure.
You have the courage and the confidence to lead others. You believe firmly that your
judgment is preeminent over all others. This gives you the confidence to make bold decisions
and carry them out, even when other lives are greatly affected by what you do. You rarely look
back once you have made a decision.
You possess intelligence and wit. You are keenly insightful and are good at evaluating the
abilities of others.
You are supremely individualistic. In your manner and dress, you like to project your own
unique persona.
Consequently, you don't mind being controversial, and can even enjoy the attention and
impact you have made on your surroundings.
Priscilla, you dislike routines, or anything that limits your freedom and independence.
Whenever you commit to something you truly love, you are absolutely tenacious in your
ability to endure difficulties and overcome obstacles. You are highly responsible; you hate
passing the buck. You possess remarkable willpower and a strong drive to succeed.
You are always looking for innovative ways of doing things.
Because you seek to be the boss in any endeavor, you have a tendency to dominate others. If
you are not careful, especially in dealing with your subordinates and family, you may become

ruthless in your decisions and behavior. You can also fall victim to impatience and intolerance,
particularly if you grow conceited or superior.
Priscilla, you are the pioneer and the ground-breaker. You love the foreground, the hot-seat of
responsibility. You have all the talents to succeed. As long as you maintain balance in your life,
allowing others full expression of their thoughts and abilities, you will easily rise to the top of
your chosen field and realize your ambitions.
Your Heart's Desire's compatibility is 4 and 1
Compatibility of the Heart’s Desire numbers is very important in a relationship - few
relationships last beyond the initial stage if the Heart’s Desire numbers are not compatible.
This aspect of the chart reveals a combination that can be solid as a rock for a long time only to
crash and burn in the blink of an eye. Stubborn, highly motivated, a self-starter and an
unconventional individualist, Priscilla is also adventurous and not afraid of trying new, even
risky paths. Strongly driven, the number one doesn't usually give a hoot about other people's
expectations. So, Priscilla does whatever Priscilla wants to do and will fight anyone and
anything trying to get in the way. Elvis is no less gifted in the areas of persistence and ambition.
However, the number four stands for everything that is sturdy, reliable, patient, responsible,
conventional, detail-oriented and "doing things the way they should be done." And this is
precisely where some possibly dangerous pitfalls for this relationship lie. Elvis has both feet
firmly on the ground. Undeterred by the prospect of having to take care of things that might be
boring and routine, Elvis will do the job, no matter what. Elvis will not step aside just because
something is difficult or may take a lot of time. The four marches on until the job is done.
Period. Priscilla, on the other hand, does not have that kind of patience. When the forces are no
longer in Priscilla's favor, it's time for war. "Confront the challenges head on with a 'damn the
consequences' attitude" - this is Priscilla's dilemma. This can be a thriving relationship as long
as Priscilla doesn't start on a path of unknowns and risky, questionable results. However, that
will unavoidably happen and Elvis will at times be seen as a stick in the mud, a source of
frustration for Priscilla. When this kind of situation becomes overwhelming, it will almost
certainly bring this relationship to and end.
On the other hand, as long as Priscilla is able to respect Elvis's need for a secure, perhaps even
predictable, lifestyle, and Elvis can understand Priscilla's need to try new avenues, take risks,
occasionally venture out into unknown territories, the relationship can endure.

PERSONALITY
Your Personality number is derived from the consonants of your full name at birth. Your
Personality is like a narrow entrance hall to the great room that is your true nature. It is those
aspects that you feel comfortable sharing with people at the outset of a relationship. With time
and trust, you invite others into the deeper aspects of your nature; you reveal more of who you
really are, in effect, your Heart's Desire, Expression, and so on.
Your Personality number often serves as a censoring device, both in terms of what you send
out, as well as what you allow to approach. It discriminates in the kinds of people and
information you let enter your heart and mind. For this reason, your Personality is usually much
more narrow and protective in its definition than the real you. It can screen out some of what

you do not want to deal with -- people or situations -- but it also welcomes those things that
immediately relate to your inner nature.
Your Personality number also indicates how others perceive you. No one can be objective
about himself or herself. Even our closest friends and relatives have trouble describing how they
see us.
Elvis, your Personality is 22/4
Elvis, you radiate reliability and consistency. People trust you and feel secure with your
judgment. You are seen as a cornerstone of a business and are relied upon to do your work
efficiently and expertly.
You have strength and respectability. You tend to dress in a utilitarian manner, concerned
mostly with convention, practicality, durability, and price. You present yourself as someone
who values correctness, control, and precision.
All of this stems from the fact that your most prized characteristic is your work. You want to
be judged on the basis of your performance, rather than your appearance.
You are frugal and have learned to respect a dollar. You are concerned about the security of
your future and those you love. However, this may appear to others as a bit too austere.
You tend to wear earth colors and conventional attire. You could benefit by putting a little
flair in your dress. Wear more uplifting colors. Loosen your dress with less severe lines. If you
wear a brown suit, include a bright tie or some jewelry.
You are a family person. You love the intimacy, consistency, and the security a family
provides. You are a good provider and protector. But family members may take your efforts for
granted.
Elvis, you are a true patriot. You love your country and are an integral part of your
community. Your consistency and adherence to your well-laid plans usually pays off in a
comfortable and secure future.
Priscilla, your Personality is 14/5
Priscilla, you are a stimulating person. You brighten social gatherings with your fresh and
original ideas. Your conversation tends to be sprinkled with novelty and wit.
You have a quick tongue and charisma. You are probably an excellent salesman. There is a
lot of nervous energy within you looking for an outlet.
You love your freedom and you see this life as an ongoing adventure. You are upbeat and
optimistic. This is infectious for those you meet. As a result, you inspire others.
You have a strong and attractive body, with good muscle tone. Your movements are supple,
graceful, and athletic.
Priscilla, your bane is that you love to indulge your senses with food and drink and can easily
gain weight. You have an appetite for anything that stimulates the senses -- sex, food, alcohol,
and drugs. Discipline is a necessity for you. The negative side of a 5 Personality Number can
give rise to an addictive personality.
You like to dress fashionably and can get away with more colorful clothes. However, you
should be aware of the value of quality and the power of modesty.

You are a little irresponsible and quick in satisfying your sensual urges. You are attractive
and that, coupled with your innate ability to promote yourself, makes it easy for you to satisfy
your desire for new and exciting relationships.
You have a kind of swashbuckling personality. People see you as the adventurer that you are.
They expect the unexpected from you, and when they don't you often surprise them.
You have a quick and eclectic mind. You attract information from all directions, but you can
be a bit superficial, skimming over the surface of a wide diversity of subjects. This may cause
you to be a bit of a dilettante. You can get away with it much of the time, but for your own
success and happiness, you should try to ground knowledge and deepen your understanding.
Priscilla, your versatility and adaptability make you capable of getting the most out of
virtually every opportunity in life. You decide quickly on a course of action and your timing is
usually good. You radiate with the potential for success, which attracts others who can further
you along your path.
Your Personality's compatibility is 4 and 5
Quickly recognized when two people first meet, not many relationships even get started unless
the Personality numbers are compatible.
Elvis and Priscilla, you make up a challenging combination. Elvis likes routine and
predictability, while Priscilla prefers change and the unexpected. The numbers four and five
stand for each other's polar opposites in many ways. And, interestingly, this is often where the
initial attraction lies. Elvis is drawn to Priscilla’s daring, adventurous, dynamic and energetic
life. On the other hand, Priscilla admires the control and discipline Elvis seems to have.
Quite often, this combination makes for a dynamic relationship comparable to a roller coaster
ride. So, it is not difficult to conclude that this combination can only survive if your mutual love
is strong enough to give each other room to live the life style of your respective choices. There
is nothing gained by trying to change your partner. Your needs are simply too far apart.
Elvis will have to accept the fact that Priscilla is not predictable and, therefore, Priscilla will
never be happy living a too-structured life where everything can be forecast. Priscilla should
make peace with Elvis’s need for a more organized and controlled environment.
Very different attitudes can also be noticed in other areas. Priscilla is sensual and feels totally
comfortable with other people. Priscilla is more social and, probably, has a wild streak. Elvis
can be social when the occasion calls for it, but Elvis will always keep a certain amount of
distance. When choosing company, Elvis is more discriminate and tends to hold on to protocol
longer. Although as a rule more conventional and careful, Elvis can, when the occasion is just
right, reveal an extrovert, even outrageous, side.
When it comes to opinions, Elvis and Priscilla, you will find yourself on opposite sides more
often than not. Elvis may be Republican while Priscilla votes Democrat. Elvis needs a
somewhat structured spiritual connection. Priscilla’s spiritual world is very imaginative and
more changeable. Elvis may be much more willing to accept rules and regulations that Priscilla
will try to break with every opportunity.
Of course, these are just examples provided to give you a picture of what this combination may
bring about, and not to be taken too literally.
Interestingly, this kind of relationship can be very powerful and long lasting. The key to achieve
that is not to take yourself and your concepts too seriously - something Elvis in particular may

have to work on - and maintain your sense of humor. If you can do that, you will be able to
enjoy each other’s company instead of getting irritated by the differences you encounter.
So, keep in mind that opinions are just opinions, with relative values. On the other hand, a sense
of right and wrong, a moral foundation, should not be relative. Sometimes, we find ourselves
confused, attaching the same importance to our opinions and moral convictions, and when that
happens, it is no longer possible to enjoy or build on the differences.
Elvis and Priscilla, this is where the danger lies in your four and five combination. Once the
differences become so important you can no longer appreciate your partner, the end of the
relationship is unavoidable. Therefore, go ahead and work on developing these two key qualities
- tolerance and open-mindedness - so that you can build a happy and healthy relationship where
Priscilla’s adventurous spirit and energy and Elvis’s control and discipline will stand side by
side.

PERSONAL YEARS
Your Personal Year number is a strong indication of the trends and circumstances you will
experience during the year ahead. Your Personal Year cycles are based on the Universal Year
cycles and therefore run concurrent with the calendar year. Transit and Essence cycles are based
on the letters of your name and run from birth date to birth date.
There are nine personal year numbers, which makes up a complete Epicycle. Each Epicycle
reveals the progression or evolution of a specific part of your growth. Elvis, your progress along
this Epicycle can be seen very logically, from the infancy or beginning of a growth period in
your life, to the conclusion or culmination of that process. The 1 personal year indicates your
first steps in a new direction. The years that follow indicate your progress along this path,
concluding with your 9 Personal Year, which completes the cycle. Below is a description of
your current Personal Year. It indicates where you are on the 9 year Epicycle.
The Personal Years form the building steps that mark your progress through life.
Elvis, your Personal Year for 2008 is 1
Be ready for major changes. Elvis, you will be inspired to start new projects or enterprises.
You will feel a strong forward push toward new goals.
This is a time for vision and planning. Share your dream with others; make plans, get the
necessary support, but, above all, rely on yourself as the driving force. Be decisive!
You are starting a new nine year Epicycle. Everything you do now will affect your future. Do
not hold back the inner force of creation. Be direct, daring, and bold.
You will have more confidence and determination this year, particularly in comparison with
last year, which was a time of letting go. This year represents a time of birth. It's a time to take
charge and to apply yourself to your dream.
This is also a good time to make the personal changes you have long wanted to make: Start a
diet and/or an exercise program, or begin a new course of study.
There may be some emotional turmoil, especially in the first two or three months. It takes a
while to get the ball rolling. There are many changes you must make and much work to be done.
Be open-minded, organized, and focused. Avoid distractions and procrastination.
Elvis, you are at a crossroads. You will need courage and a clear head to stay on the right
track.

This is a year of opportunities.
The key months in your year ahead are March, in which you are able to lay the foundation to
your plans; April, in which changes take place such as a change of residence or career; July and
August mark a time in which you will see the fruits of your labors begin to take place; October
represents a major turn in events, often fraught with emotional turmoil; the fall marks a
coalescing of your plans into more concrete form.
Priscilla, your Personal Year for 2008 is 3
This is a year of expansion and personal growth, Priscilla. It is a time of heightened personal
expression. Creativity and artistic talent come to the forefront. You are lighthearted and drawn
to all kinds of social events.
More than most other years, you will entertain and be entertained. You meet new and exciting
people. It is a time to appreciate all that you have.
You are highly dynamic and charismatic. Your challenge is to avoid scattering your energies.
You have a rare opportunity to bring forth new and creative ideas. But that requires discipline
and focus.
It is easy to be optimistic and enthusiastic this year and this may result in speeding up your
projects. Yet there will be delays and disappointments unless your enthusiasm is based upon the
reality of work and concentration.
This is a pleasant time in which friendship is enjoyed and love shared easily.
This is often a good financial year, particularly if your creativity is well directed. Surround
yourself with upbeat and positive people.
Priscilla, you may travel more than usual, which in all likelihood will be filled with exciting
people and pleasure.
Control this years tendencies towards glamour and extravagance, yet allow your self more
room to enjoy and celebrate.
You communicate well this year and are more capable of getting your ideas across.
Love is in the air.
February brings changes; June sees the completion of a project and July signals a new
beginning. August can be emotional, as can November.
Your Personal Year's compatibility for 2008 is 1 and 3
Compatibility is as important with the cycles as it is with character traits. It is possible for a
relationship between two people with otherwise very compatible charts to break down as a result
of encountering one or more incompatible cycles. However, it is much easier to overcome or
avoid possible pitfalls resulting from incompatible cycles than from incompatible personality
traits.
Elvis and Priscilla, not only is this one of the most compatible cycles but it also shows that your
cycles are usually compatible in nature. A gap of two will always be maintained, which, as a
rule of thumb, is a good sign. Next time, your cycles will be two and four, the period after that
three and five, and so forth.
For this period, Elvis, you are like someone who just awoke from a long rest, had a cup of
coffee, and are now rearing to go. Your energy level is high. You feel strong and capable and

don’t want to be held back by anyone or anything. Priscilla also experiences a dynamic time, but
with less focus and more play. Priscilla’s energy is more directed towards creativity, selfexpression and relaxation.
The only possible discordance with this combination of cycles usually lies in Elvis’s perception
of Priscilla’s behavior as lacking responsibility. Priscilla is not in the mood to take anything
very serious, which may become a source of irritation for Elvis. Elvis, you need to accept the
fact that this period represents somewhat of a break – as matter of fact, a necessary break - for
Priscilla.
Elvis, your Personal Year for 2009 is 2
Elvis, this is a year to carefully protect and nurture your plans. You will be like a mother
watching over her children, conscious of every threat, real or imagined.
You need tact and cooperation to keep yourself moving forward. There will likely be
confrontations with others, requiring a subtle and gentle approach. You will have to stay focused
on your goals, yet use intelligent persuasion. Being forceful may work against you;
compromises will work in your favor.
You will be unusually sensitive and may wonder at times what happened to the drive and
momentum you felt last year. This year requires something else from you now -- a delicate sense
of balance and a willingness to go around obstacles, without losing sight of your goal.
You may experience some emotional depressions and frustrations. The year is marked by
struggle, but there are many opportunities to advance your plans.
This is a year of slow growth, requiring patience.
Be discriminating in your associations and secretive about your plans. Don't talk too much
about your ideas; be a bit secretive; guard yourself and your ideas. You are somewhat
vulnerable this year.
This is a good year to improve yourself through reading and research. Elvis, your growing
awareness of the less visible and less obvious aspects of life will make you much stronger and
better prepared for the future.
You must be wise in all your relationships and associations this year. You are far more
capable of establishing close, even life long relationships this year. Because sensitivity and
openness are heightened, many people find their "soul mate" in a two year.
May is the pivotal month in the year. You are extremely intuitive and sensitive. You are also
self-reflecting and better able to influence your peers and situation through spiritual awareness.
July brings a culmination of plans and a distinct step forward. August sees things become more
concrete and brings a new beginning. September is emotional, requiring adjustments, tact, and
inner resolve. The 2 year is a year of growth and advancement, but through gentle means, and
the indirect use of your personal power.
Priscilla, your Personal Year for 2009 is 4
This is a year to be organized and practical. Take care of details. Commit yourself entirely to
your goals.
Priscilla, your concentration and ability to focus will be much improved over last year. You
will have an attitude of realism and determination.

There can be a sense of limitation and some frustration this year. However, it is a year of
important opportunities that must be seized. There can be considerable work-related travel.
You must be flexible this year to make full use of the opportunities that present themselves. It
will require a combination of perseverance, hard work, and versatility.
You will receive recognition for your efforts and support from your friends and family.
It is a good year to buy real estate or remodel your home. It is also a good time to take care of
projects which have been postponed for to long.
Fulfill your obligations and do not be afraid to spend some of that hard earned money. Selling
and trading during this year usually is quite successful.
This is the year to work on your foundation and prepare yourself for the many changes that
will undoubtedly come next year.
As a result of your hard work, there will be much satisfaction and a feeling of
accomplishment.
January and February will bring some important change, a new opportunity perhaps. March
requires self-reflection and reshaping of your plans. It is a good time to meditate on what lies
ahead. June brings a new and important step -- a breakthrough, perhaps -- in your work.
October brings changes and a sense of chaos. Priscilla, you may feel threatened by the changes
that are on the horizon. But November brings assistance in the form of a promotion or additional
financial support.
Your Personal Year's compatibility for 2009 is 2 and 4
For Elvis, a time of growth as a result of networking, meeting people in relation to work or
business, and consolidating plans. For Priscilla, a time of hard work, focus, and probably a fair
amount of frustration. For both of you, Elvis and Priscilla, the focal point should be career,
work, your plans, and your future.
The relationship is not much of an issue. It is possible that you will experience times when you
don’t seem to communicate much or share as much time together as usual. You may even feel
that you are pulling away from each other. Don’t worry. It is simply a matter of not being able
to be in two places at the same time.
This, however, is only one side of the coin. On a more subtle plane, it is almost as if the opposite
takes place. Because for Priscilla this is also a time of finding stability and comfort. Of placing
things where they belong and establishing boundaries and territories. While for Elvis the heart
rules and emotions are strongly felt and quickly displayed. This means that you complement
each other. While Priscilla works on the practical aspects of your relationship, Elvis energizes
the relationship on a deeper level. You could say that during this time, Priscilla works on the
home and Elvis works on the heart.

PERSONAL MONTHS
Elvis, your Personal Month for January 2008 is 2
Elvis, January is a 2 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. This is not a month to make
important choices or decisions without a lot of careful consideration. Begin this process by
taking a critical look at your current state of mind.

This is a month of some confusion and self-doubt. More mercurial than usual, you will likely
switch from optimism to pessimism, and back again. This is to be expected when you are right
in the middle of a major personality overhaul.
January is your first month of a new long-term cycle. Many of the changes you are going
through require approximately two years; you have now begun the second of those years. Elvis,
your transformation can be compared to a low-level reformat of your inner hard-disk. When the
job is done, much of the information is replaced, gaps are closed, and the bugs are ironed out.
You can look forward to a time of greater self-confidence, more energy, and a refreshed and
more positive outlook on life.
A 1 Personal Year, 2 Personal Month is highly charged in the areas of romance and
friendships. You may well meet someone who will touch your heart deeply.
Friendships intensify and can be very comforting and healing.
You will likely find yourself being helpful to others, particularly as a counselor or adviser.
The energies implicit in the month give you greater sensitivity to feelings -- yours, as well as
those of others.
You will be tactful and capable of creating harmony where there was turmoil. At times, you
may be overly sensitive, and may not handle criticism well.
The month starts slowly and with some difficulties. However, once you've passed the midpoint, you increasingly gain confidence, direction, and momentum toward your goals.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for January 2008 is 4
Priscilla, January is a 4 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year and offers opportunities for
progress in your career. You are inspiring and motivating to yourself and others and know how
to express your ideas. Your creativity is enhanced. You find original solutions and manage to
implement them. Your co-workers and superiors are impressed. You are optimistic and lighthearted this month which further enhances your work situation.
However, you will have a tendency to be impulsive and may find yourself with your foot in
your mouth. Make sure you have the information to back up any claims. You also may have a
tendency to procrastinate, which can spoil opportunities and damage your career.
This is a month to be on your toes and take full advantage of a favorable combination of
cycles. If you have considered remodeling or redecorating your house, or starting a gardening
project, now is the time to get started.
Marriage or a romantic relationship takes on more depth.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for January 2008 is 2 and 4
Relationship compatibility of Personal Month cycles can have a powerful effect. But keep in
mind: the cycle is short. So, if you run into turmoil, it helps to remember that it is in the nature
of a cycle to be only temporary.
Note: The compatibility between cycles is repetitive, as is the nature of cycles. While the
influence of Personal Month cycles represented by the same number, can vary greatly depending
on the yearly cycle, the compatibility aspect changes very little. You will therefore find that the
compatibility description is the same when, for example, a 3 and 4 Personal Month combination
is found in a 5 year, as when it is found in a 6 year.

Therefore, you will find that the possible influence of your Personal Month cycles never repeats
itself within any one-hundred-and-eight-month period. However, the compatibility aspect
repeats much more often - generally every nine months - but sometimes even less than that,
depending on your Personal Year cycle.
For Elvis, a time of growth as a result of networking, meeting people in relation to work or
business, and consolidating plans. For Priscilla, a time of hard work, focus, and probably a fair
amount of frustration. For both of you, Elvis and Priscilla, the focal point should be career,
work, your plans, and your future.
The relationship is not much of an issue. It is possible that you will experience times when you
don’t seem to communicate much or share as much time together as usual. You may even feel
that you are pulling away from each other. Don’t worry. It is simply a matter of not being able
to be in two places at the same time.
This, however, is only one side of the coin. On a more subtle plane, it is almost as if the opposite
takes place. Because for Priscilla this is also a time of finding stability and comfort. Of placing
things where they belong and establishing boundaries and territories. While for Elvis the heart
rules and emotions are strongly felt and quickly displayed. This means that you complement
each other. While Priscilla works on the practical aspects of your relationship, Elvis energizes
the relationship on a deeper level. You could say that during this time, Priscilla works on the
home and Elvis works on the heart.
Elvis, your Personal Month for February 2008 is 3
Elvis, February is a 3 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. It brings objective reasons for
optimism. Now there is a sense of promise in the year. You see your direction a little clearer.
There is a sense of beginning. This causes you to lighten up and become more social, especially
during the latter part of the month. People are attracted to your upbeat attitude. You attract
support from unexpected sources.
A new project ignites your excitement, energy, and motivation, all of which you are able to
communicate to others.
The real work does not start until next month, and for that reason, this month offers some time
for planning, as well as leisure and rest.
You are quick-witted and your sense of humor is enhanced. Friends are drawn to you and
there will be plenty of invitations for social events.
Romance is exciting and promising. Elvis, your self-expression is improved and you feel
more comfortable talking about your feelings, your expectations, and your dreams.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for February 2008 is 5
Priscilla, February is a 5 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year. It will bring changes,
excitement, and perhaps some upheaval. You may move, travel, or go on an unexpected trip.
Carefully prepared plans confront the unexpected: events and people you had not expected.
Those who are flexible and not afraid of changes will enjoy this month, but those who rigidly try

to stick to expectations and refuse to adapt will experience a difficult time in which almost
nothing works out, no matter how hard you try.
This is a month to allow the forces of nature to guide your ship. Despite these disruptions, do
not give in to impulsiveness or irresponsibility. Make the plans you can; adhere to them as well
as possible, and be flexible.
Love is exciting, adventurous, and playful. You uplift your partner and reveal your deeper
self. Hidden thoughts and desires that you have kept hidden during the past two years come
freely to the surface. Priscilla, you are open and childlike and for that reason very attractive to
the opposite sex.
A word of caution for those who are uncomfortable with this kind of openness: Do not allow
fear to turn this wonderful urge to share your thoughts and feelings into a superficial act.
If you have a tendency to self-indulgence, this month's cycles are dangerous. Be cautious and
control your appetite for whatever excesses tempt you.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for February 2008 is 3 and 5
This is one of the most compatible combinations of cycles, Elvis and Priscilla. You are both
experiencing a time of enhanced energy and dynamic growth.
Within the contexts of your relationship, you are able to communicate well, enjoy each other’s
company, and play off each other’s energy. Lower blood pressure and less stress bring more
flexibility to the body and to the mind, which explains why this is considered a cycle of healing.
There is little negative to say about this combination of cycles, except for the inherit danger of
having too much fun. Quite often, the three as well as the five draw elements of danger in their
search for new and exciting experiences, which does not go unnoticed to those around you. You
will have to be careful not to draw into your circle people whose influence is less than desirable.
Elvis, your Personal Month for March 2008 is 4
Elvis, March is a 4 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year and is the time to deliver; to show
yourself and everyone involved that you are able and willing to do whatever it takes to reach
your goals. It is a month to put your nose to the grindstone and to work on all the details.
This is also a month in which your ability to plan and organize future events is greatly
enhanced. So, too, is your clarity of mind. You gain confidence in your abilities and yourself.
It's time to move; to make things happen. Do not procrastinate. Do not avoid work or effort.
Slacking would be a serious mistake.
The month can be a little frustrating because so much of your energy will have to be directed
to work and details, even routine matters. But this is a time that will likely bring forth an
important opportunity, and result in real progress.
It's surprising, therefore, that against such a serious and work-oriented backdrop, romance can
bloom. Someone is impressed with your down-to-earth, go-getters approach and your can-do
mentality. Elvis, you will find yourself in demand.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for March 2008 is 6
Priscilla, March is a 6 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year. It brings family affairs and issues
involving relationships to center stage. You may be asked to sacrifice some of your time and

energy to help others. A parent or child may need more care and attention than usual. Answer
the call and you will be rewarded with a wonderful experience of love and closeness.
Many people in the 3 Personal Rhythm Cycle will make a deep commitment of love, or even
get married this month. At the same time, separation and divorce are also possible, since the
theme of this month is commitment to your true feelings. Confrontations are unavoidable in all
troubled relationships. While these trends may be difficult and painful, the forces are working at
clarifying your relationships.
Your work situation will be rather demanding as more responsibility is transferred to you.
However, the reward is right around the corner. (May and June will bring the pay-off.)
This month may be good financially, due to an earlier investment or from payments arriving
from previously done work.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for March 2008 is 4 and 6
Elvis and Priscilla, the combination of cycles you are now undergoing offers a number of
opportunities for you to improve the quality of all aspects of your life. You complement each
other very well. It is a time of shared effort with Elvis focusing on the practical aspects and
Priscilla on the heart and health of the relationship. Elvis and Priscilla, your energies are in line
and enhance all the good qualities found in the four and the six. You will experience progress as
well as financial growth, and will also manage to play a larger role in the community around
you. You may even find yourself combining your forces to reach common goals. Very few
negative influences may come from this combination of cycles. Even a tendency for Elvis to
become irritated - perhaps even angry - a little quicker during a four cycle is easily lessened by
Priscilla’s ability to reach out and comfort Elvis.
Elvis, your Personal Month for April 2008 is 5
Elvis, April is a 5 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. It brings change in many practical
areas of your life. As explained earlier, this year and last combine to bring about major changes.
April brings many of these changes to the surface. They can include a change of residence or in
career.
The month often includes travel. You can count on a dynamic month, hectic even, but also
adventurous and exciting.
Consequently, the month requires flexibility and a willingness to accept change. Adapt.
Respond. Embrace change. The more you allow yourself to flow with the circumstances, the
easier and more successful this month will be. Be ready for surprises, but don't worry; the
changes will streamline your ship and make your progress easier and more efficient.
Elvis, your ability to promote yourself and your ideas is also enhanced. You have an uncanny
talent to be in the right place at the right time this month. Both at work and at social events,
you'll be able to advertise your talents and abilities. People will be drawn to you.
With all this excitement, it may be hard to concentrate and focus on the job at hand. You'll
need self-discipline in order to prevent the scattering of your energy. Unless you concentrate,
you may realize at the end of this month that you did not get a lot done.
Romance reveals a self-indulgent and perhaps irresponsible streak in you and should be
handled with the utmost care.

Priscilla, your Personal Month for April 2008 is 7
Priscilla, April is a 7 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year. The month represents a pause for
self-evaluation. It is a time of light and shadow, a month of contrasting moods. You may
alternate between light-hearted optimism and periods of doubt and even depression. The time
requires you to look within.
Meditate and contemplate your life. Such self-reflection will awaken deep feelings of
gratitude for all the blessings bestowed upon you, including the greatest gift of all: your life
itself.
During the first half of the month, you may feel the inner you begin to stir. Your dreams may
be intense, graphic, and highly revealing. They are a source of insight if you care to listen.
There is a sub-conscious attempt to communicate, not with others but with your own deeper self.
Let career, finances, and romance all take a back seat during this important spiritual time.
You will be quite safe.
If possible, take some time off. At the very least, walk in the woods, sit at a lake, or otherwise
bring yourself in close contact with nature. Keep a journal and write down your dreams,
insights, and revelations. They will offer you insight into your life's direction.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for April 2008 is 5 and 7
Elvis and Priscilla, this is one of the most healing and loving cycles you can experience. The
five and the seven are very different, but they get along extremely well.
Elvis is undergoing a time of changes and dynamic energy. Priscilla, you are a bit more
withdrawn than usual because your focus is on your inner life: who you are and where you are
going. Although the cycles tend to influence you very differently -- outward for Elvis, inward
for Priscilla -- these energies thrive on each other. Priscilla, your desire, consciously or
subconsciously, to understand better who you are and where you want to go, as well as the fact
that you are more quiet and subdued, creates somewhat of an aura of mystery around you. This
is very attractive to Elvis, in particular during this time when nothing else seems subtle and
mysterious. Elvis’s charged energy and inspiring attitude has a powerful and positive effect on
Priscilla, for whom this is like a lifeline to the “real” world. A mistake people in Elvis’s position
sometimes make, however, is to view their partner’s quietness to mean that something is wrong.
Don’t make that mistake, Elvis. The one thing people in a seven period don’t want is for
someone else to try to draw them out of that quiet space. Priscilla would probably experience
that as annoying and intrusive. Just be together. That is all it takes to make this a wonderful
time of closeness and deeply felt appreciation.
Elvis, your Personal Month for May 2008 is 6
Elvis, May is a 6 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. Love is a strong possibility and may
require commitment. It is a month of responsibility, unselfish giving, and a willingness to devote
time and energy to the needs of others. Domestic and community affairs move to the foreground
of your life.

Sometimes, this combination of numbers causes long slumbering discord between couples to
surface and be dealt with.
Consequently, this combination can represent both extremes of relationship -- either deeper
commitment and more lasting love; or separation and divorce.
Honesty is essential to the positive development of the month. You may find yourself tempted
to take the easy way out in some awkward situation. However, white lies can turn ugly and
become very destructive, particularly during this time.
In general, this is a good time for career and financial matters, as long as you are wise and
careful. Be sure to avoid speculation or chance-taking.
This month may get you involved in a legal affair and, if that is the case, you can look forward
to a positive outcome, as long as you stick to the truth and behave honorably.
During a 6 Personal Month, 1 Personal Year, your ethics and moral values -- more than at any
other time -- are crucial to your success.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for May 2008 is 8
Priscilla, May is an 8 Personal Month in Priscilla, May is an 8 Personal Month in a 3 Personal
Year. It brings financial rewards, as well as respect and recognition. This, of course, is
proportional to the effort you have put out during the past year.
This is a month to focus on career, to be a visionary, and not to hold back when it comes to
showing the world how capable you are.
For those who are in business, this is a good time to finalize deals and sign contracts.
Investments are generally favorable, as are requests for loans, mortgages, or other methods of
financial support. In all worldly matters, this is a time to reach out, to go for your goals. Do not
be afraid to take a risk.
As far as matters of the heart are concerned, this is a time to take yourself and your feelings
with a grain of salt.
Priscilla, you are in a generous mode and feel blessed with so many good friends and such a
wonderful lover, but when it comes to commitment, you may want to wait a couple of months
when you are more realistic in these matters.
For those who are not involved in a relationship, a "co-incidental" meeting with a person from
the past brings an exciting romance.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for May 2008 is 6 and 8
Although quite different, these cycles are nonetheless very compatible. Both of you, Elvis and
Priscilla, will experience progress in career and other worldly matters. Priscilla and Elvis, this
can turn out to be an excellent time that may well bring a financial windfall.
On a more personal level, you are also more involved with each other, albeit in very different
ways. For Elvis, it is simply a matter of the heart. Elvis feels strongly committed and wants
nothing more than to make Priscilla happy. For Priscilla, there is some awakening of leadership
spirit and ambition, even within the relationship. And here is where we may encounter a
possible pitfall. Priscilla, your tact and diplomacy are not particularly enhanced right now. You
are taking more control of your life, but you have to be careful not to try and take control of the
lives of those you care about, including, of course, Elvis’s life. It is easy to see how that can

become a source of friction: Elvis needs your love, not your leadership. Focus your ambition on
other things and allow your heart, not your mind, to control your relationship.
Elvis, your Personal Month for June 2008 is 7
Elvis, June is a 7 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year and offers time and opportunity for
contemplation and insight.
Career and romance do not require as much attention as your own inner need to understand
your motivations and desires. Don't make the mistake of feeling guilty for not carrying your
load, or for not working hard enough. This is a month to set aside time for yourself. Look
inside, get a better idea of what you want out of life, and don't be afraid to confront yourself.
This is a spiritual time and a wonderful opportunity to gain insight into your true motivations and
desires.
Your career should not require much attention; just keep up your sails and let the wind take
care of the rest.
Financially, this is a time to be conservative. Let friends coast on their own. This is a month
to devote to the inner you.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for June 2008 is 9
Priscilla, June is a 9 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year and brings a bit of moodiness and
instability. You have completed many tasks and enjoyed many rewards during the first half of
the year, and now you may be feeling a bit empty -- not unlike the fatigue one has the day after a
party. It may be a minor case of burn-out, but for reasons you cannot really put your finger on.
It is a time to let go of many old things and prepare for the new.
You have had a number of good ideas during the first part of the year. You have been
motivated and experienced much excitement, but not all of your ideas proved realistic. Now
reality forces you to take a second look at your projects and goals in a new light. It's a weeding
out period.
The positive side of the coin is that, by the end of this month, you'll have a clearer perspective
on your direction and projects. You'll know where to place your energy during the second half
of the year. While you may find yourself going through some ups and downs during the course
of this month, you also feel the first trembling of new excitement.
This month also brings a concluding chapter to one or more relationships, which may cause
additional emotional turmoil. However, you are going through a time of natural selection; what
is worth holding on to will stay. The rest will go.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for June 2008 is 7 and 9
Elvis and Priscilla, you may feel somewhat distant from each other during this period. You are
both experiencing a lot of emotions that are not easily understood or explained. Although you
share the need to be more inward focused than usual, the reasons are quite different. Elvis, in
what is at least in part a subconscious effort, is seeking understanding and clarity. Elvis is on a
path of increased self-awareness and spiritual growth. Priscilla is also influenced by energies
that focus inward, but on a more practical and emotional level. Some hovering insecurity may

cause Priscilla to feel less confident than usual. There are doubts and questions in Priscilla’s life,
but they are different in nature from Elvis’s. Priscilla’s turmoil is largely emotional.
There is a big difference in the way this internal search for understanding is experienced. Elvis,
strange as it may sound, actually feels strong and capable. Priscilla, on the other hand, feels
vulnerable. Priscilla needs you right now, Elvis. Priscilla doesn’t per se expect any answers
from you, but you can be a much-needed source of strength. For both of you, this is a learning
cycle. And you will certainly come out spiritually and emotionally stronger.
Elvis, your Personal Month for July 2008 is 8
Elvis, July is an 8 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. Career and finances are at the top of
all your priorities. Work hard and wisely. Combine practicality and vision. This is not the time
to sit and stare into space, but to be on your toes, to keep your eyes wide open, and refrain from
taking any unnecessary risks. For professional gamblers, this can be a very profitable period, but
for those of us who live according to the simpler laws of effort and reward, this is a month to
stay with the tried and true. All affairs related to money should be handled with the utmost care.
But let me be clear: This month is a rewarding time, and your chances that events will take a
positive turn are great. If you are wise and cautious, you may increase your bank balance
considerably. Nine-out-of-ten people in this combination -- 8 Month, 1 Year -- increase the
strength of their financial positions.
This month brings strong emotions in personal relationships. Chances are good that someone
has been trying to take advantage of you. Moreover, this realization leaves you disappointed.
The situation will eventually be resolved, but the healing will likely take time.
If you are not yet romantically involved, this month may introduce you to someone special
through work or business.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for July 2008 is 1
Priscilla, July is a 1 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year. It is a time of dynamism, courage,
and eagerness to begin the new. Last month's blues are gone and you feel you are on top of the
world. You are more original and creative than at any time of this already creative year.
Many of those in a 3 Personal Rhythm Cycle may finally break out of unrewarding patterns.
Some may even make career changes, or start their own businesses. This is not a time to be
squeamish in any area of your life -- be it money, career or romance. You may experience an
urge to write, paint, or express yourself in some other creative way. By all means, take on the
challenge.
If you are not already involved, you may well meet someone special, but the relationship,
while intense and passionate, may not be a lasting one.
This is a month that will also bring opportunities to mingle with new acquaintances at social
events. You will be outgoing and witty. These are great opportunities to make lasting contacts
which will help your career and other endeavors.
A warning to the easily excitable: don't brag about your plans and accomplishments. The
effect may backfire.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for July 2008 is 8 and 1

The one and eight is an excellent combination to inspire both of you to get busy. Priscilla is
pushing towards goals and Elvis is discovering goals. The two of you are treading on a path of
progress and financial improvement, although there may be some danger involved for Elvis, who
should be very careful and suspicious of any get-rich-quick schemes.
The gap between the cycles is considerable and has to do with your different spiritual paths.
This will become particularly clear during this period and may cause some problems in the
relationship. Much of it is superficial and a helpful bit of advice is to just ignore it. Sometimes,
in order to maintain a healthy, strong relationship, you need to talk about your differences.
There are instances though, when it is better to just avoid the subject and accept the fact that you
love each other but are two different people with different experiences. This is a time to ignore
the differences and just enjoy each other’s company.
Both of you, Priscilla and Elvis, are going through cycles that strengthen your position on the
material plane, and during their span, your best approach is to focus on that. As to your
intellectual and spiritual differences, you will be better off if you don’t disturb sleeping dogs.
Elvis, your Personal Month for August 2008 is 9
Elvis, August is a 9 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year and promises some important
changes. The previous year -- a 9 Personal Year and this year, your 1 Personal Year -- are
considered a two-year block of time in which much wrapping up of old business, habits, and
personal relationships are finally put to rest. This month, your 9 Personal Month in your 1
Personal Year, represents the concluding stage of that two year period. The last quick sweep of
outdated concepts and expectations, confusions and doubts is done.
With the beginning of next month, your inner house will be thoroughly cleaned. There will be
a few moments of unexplainable emotional upsets, melancholy, and such, but they are essentially
the remnants of the old you. Share those feelings with someone close to you. Take comfort in
heart-to-heart talks. Still, do not doubt that you now have both feet firmly planted in the new 9
year cycle. You are ready to move ahead.
If your love relationship is fairly recent, Elvis, or still fragile, this month will likely reveal
whether it is of true substance and endurance. Let go of whatever wants to be free; hold on to
what wants to stay. And then look to a brighter future.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for August 2008 is 2
Priscilla, August is a 2 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year. It requires a sensitive and
cooperative attitude at work and in all other areas. You are upbeat and optimistic during the
early part of this month but an anticipated reward or recognition may go to someone else, much
to your dismay.
Your challenge is to set the record straight by using your diplomatic skills. Do not allow
anger to alienate you from those involved. Otherwise, relationships go favorably this month.
You are in a position to smooth out some long-standing disagreements between people close
to you. Often, these disagreements do not involve you directly. You have the opportunity to
serve as a peacemaker.
Romance is also strongly represented and highly favorable. Priscilla, your feelings are strong
and your ability to communicate these feelings is enhanced. A good month to spend some extra
time with your lover.

Your Personal Month's compatibility for August 2008 is 9 and 2
Priscilla and Elvis, this is a time when you will be able to recognize whether the relationship is
founded on real substance. You are both experiencing a time when emotional forces seem to
rule. Priscilla is somewhat self-absorbed and emotional about pretty much everything.
Vulnerable and sensitive, Priscilla is also more aware and finely tuned to recognize what is real
and what is not. In order for the heart to see more clearly, some protective layers have to be
dismantled. This is exactly what is going on with Priscilla in regards to the relationship. While
the heart is seeking truth and clarity, it is also more exposed and vulnerable.
For Elvis, a different but no less emotionally charged period is reflected in the nine. Elvis is also
searching for answers, but the question is not so much connected to the relationship as to Elvis,
the human being. Elvis is facing a crossroads and not sure about which way to turn.
This is a very important time for Elvis, a time during which Elvis experiences ups and downs
like a roller coaster. A time of growth and choice.
Priscilla and Elvis, you are two people going through different emotional and spiritual changes.
You will be able to support each other only in the most basic sense; you can give each other love.
If the relationship has real substance, you will get through this time with flying colors. If the
relationship does not have real substance, you will both know that by the end of this period.
Elvis, your Personal Month for September 2008 is 1
Elvis, September is 1 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. You experience an increases in
inner strength, independence, and individuality. Your health improves. You are more
emotionally stable and ready to aggressively pursue your goals.
This is also the time to bring about practical changes that you have long contemplated as
essential to your health and happiness. This combination of numbers inspires smokers to quit,
over-eaters to modify their diets, health abusers to reform. It is unmistakably the dawn of a new
era in your life.
Read the Decoz material on your current Pinnacle number again (see your Personal Reading the Pinnacle Cycles), for a good understanding of the direction your life is taking.
If your are single, Elvis, you may encounter someone during the second part of this month, or
the beginning of next, who may well become a permanent part of your life.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for September 2008 is 3
Priscilla, September is a 3 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year for you and your creativity is
at an all-time high. You find solutions and discover new ways to improve old methods.
You are communicative and express yourself well. You have a strong urge to write to old
friends you haven't seen in some time. This need to re-establish relationships with people may
even surprise you.
At work, you discover that it is easy to reach others and influence the way they feel about
themselves and their work.
You uplift them and are rewarded with gratitude and support.
This is a time to be social, easy-going, and optimistic.

Your Personal Month's compatibility for September 2008 is 1 and 3
Elvis and Priscilla, the influences and compatibility of this month's cycle are already
incorporated in the compatibility as described in the section of this year's Personal Year cycle.
An analysis of this month's compatibility is therefore redundant. You may, however, want to take
another look at the description of the compatibility of this year's Personal Year cycle, keeping in
mind that the compatibility for this month will reflect the same influences.
Elvis, your Personal Month for October 2008 is 2
Elvis, October is a 2 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. Your intuition and sensitivity are
heightened. You are much more aware of feelings, your own as well as those of others. This
may cause you to make mountains out of mole-hills, however. Still, you possess the ability to
gently guide others, and to maintain harmony even in potentially discordant situations.
This combination of numbers represents opposites, yin and the yang -- the most masculine
number 1 and the most feminine 2.
The result is that you experience the best of two worlds; the strength and confidence of the
leader, and the tact and subtlety of the diplomat.
Elvis, you may experience an increase in your authority at work.
Romance and all heart-centered relationships are central to the events of the month. If single,
you will meet someone special. If involved, your relationship will likely become stronger and
love stronger felt -- by you and by your loved one.
You are more vulnerable to criticism than usual, which can cause outbursts of anger. By the
end of the month and the beginning of the next month you may realize that an apology is both
wise and in order.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for October 2008 is 4
Priscilla, October is a 4 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year. It requires you to be practical
and disciplined in all matters. It brings opportunity as well as limitations.
Career is a high priority and you will find yourself putting in overtime. Details will need to be
taken care off. There is very little room for slacking, and everyone may be making demands of
you. You may feel frustrated and need to blow off steam.
On the other hand, there is also much opportunity implicit in these demands and you will be
pleasantly surprised with the rewards that come your way late in the month. You'll have to
respond quickly. You may feel that you are not ready to take on the new challenge that comes
with this opportunity, but if you overcome this temporary lack of confidence you will be well
rewarded.
This month is demanding in domestic affairs, as well.
There is an ongoing need to watch finances carefully, make decisions concerning your budget,
and plan for the future. If you have not been keeping a close eye on your checkbook, Priscilla,
this month will force you to balance your account and make up for haphazard expenditures of the
past.
There's not a whole lot of time for romance this month, but when you can find the time, your
partner's love brings perspective and rejuvenation.

Your Personal Month's compatibility for October 2008 is 2 and 4
For Elvis, a time of growth as a result of networking, meeting people in relation to work or
business, and consolidating plans. For Priscilla, a time of hard work, focus, and probably a fair
amount of frustration. For both of you, Elvis and Priscilla, the focal point should be career,
work, your plans, and your future.
The relationship is not much of an issue. It is possible that you will experience times when you
don’t seem to communicate much or share as much time together as usual. You may even feel
that you are pulling away from each other. Don’t worry. It is simply a matter of not being able
to be in two places at the same time.
This, however, is only one side of the coin. On a more subtle plane, it is almost as if the opposite
takes place. Because for Priscilla this is also a time of finding stability and comfort. Of placing
things where they belong and establishing boundaries and territories. While for Elvis the heart
rules and emotions are strongly felt and quickly displayed. This means that you complement
each other. While Priscilla works on the practical aspects of your relationship, Elvis energizes
the relationship on a deeper level. You could say that during this time, Priscilla works on the
home and Elvis works on the heart.
Elvis, your Personal Month for November 2008 is 3
Elvis, November is a 3 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. It is an excellent time to inspire
and motivate others.
Your enthusiasm is contagious and no obstacle is too great to overcome. You have little
patience this month and would like everything to go much faster. Your mind goes at Mach speed
but may scatter your energies. You will be all too willing to cut corners to avoid effort or details,
which may result in a frustrating and over-worked December.
Be disciplined and follow projects through to completion.
Ideas come popping out of you. Elvis, your creativity seems to burst in all directions. The
trick is in differentiating between iron balloons and those that truly float.
The opposite sex is attracted to you and temptation is part of the game. There is the danger of
irresponsible behavior. Be careful.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for November 2008 is 5
November is your second 5 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year, and as before it brings
change, excitement, and possibly a financial boost. The 5 brings movement -- travel, a change of
residence or office, perhaps.
You will receive a letter or phone call from someone close to you whom you haven't heard
from in some time.
This month should be light and playful. Try not to take things too seriously. The down-side
of this combination (5 and 3) is in the area of relationships. You may have a tendency to misread
others, to be a little insensitive and short on tact. Avoid confrontations in personal matters as
well as those related to work. As long as you are upbeat and supportive, friendship and social
events are favorable.
As was the case with February of this year, November may also find you in the mood to
indulge yourself. Moderation may be hard to maintain, but it's still the best advice.

Your Personal Month's compatibility for November 2008 is 3 and 5
This is one of the most compatible combinations of cycles, Elvis and Priscilla. You are both
experiencing a time of enhanced energy and dynamic growth.
Within the contexts of your relationship, you are able to communicate well, enjoy each other’s
company, and play off each other’s energy. Lower blood pressure and less stress bring more
flexibility to the body and to the mind, which explains why this is considered a cycle of healing.
There is little negative to say about this combination of cycles, except for the inherit danger of
having too much fun. Quite often, the three as well as the five draw elements of danger in their
search for new and exciting experiences, which does not go unnoticed to those around you. You
will have to be careful not to draw into your circle people whose influence is less than desirable.
Elvis, your Personal Month for December 2008 is 4
Elvis, December is a 4 Personal Month in a 1 Personal Year. It brings opportunity and
frustration. Stay focused on your goals and work hard. It is an excellent month for career with
much opportunity for progress, due partly to last month's optimism and enthusiasm. You have
impressed people, some of whom are now ready to offer you the proverbial carrot. There is a
hitch; you may not feel you are ready, and a little courage is required.
Another aspect of this combination of numbers is the frustration caused by your inability to
force a direction of your own choosing. You may feel caught in a trap, stuck in a rut. Elvis, you
have to be willing to maintain a high level of effort, because this is definitely not a time to quit,
no matter how frustrating the current period may be. Even in matters of the heart, you may feel
stuck in the mud.
Patience and diligence are the key-words for this month.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for December 2008 is 6
Priscilla, December is a 6 Personal Month in a 3 Personal Year. The month stabilizes your
work-environment, but requires that you work on your relationships and family affairs. You will
be in the unique position to counsel and support someone in your circle of friends and family
with immediate and positive result.
It will be one of the most rewarding experiences of this year for you.
A promotion or a raise are possible, as is an increase in your workload.
This month is good for business and financial affairs, particularly for long-term planning and
investment. If you are involved in legal affairs, the time is right to surge ahead.
Romance is also favorable. Commitments bring stability. For those who have become
involved in a relationship during the course of this year, this is a good month to exchange vows.
This should be a wonderful time for most of those who are in the last stage of this 3 Personal
Year. The holidays bring family and friends together, for much love and the rewards of the
season.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for December 2008 is 4 and 6

Elvis and Priscilla, the combination of cycles you are now undergoing offers a number of
opportunities for you to improve the quality of all aspects of your life. You complement each
other very well. It is a time of shared effort with Elvis focusing on the practical aspects and
Priscilla on the heart and health of the relationship. Elvis and Priscilla, your energies are in line
and enhance all the good qualities found in the four and the six. You will experience progress as
well as financial growth, and will also manage to play a larger role in the community around
you. You may even find yourself combining your forces to reach common goals. Very few
negative influences may come from this combination of cycles. Even a tendency for Elvis to
become irritated - perhaps even angry - a little quicker during a four cycle is easily lessened by
Priscilla’s ability to reach out and comfort Elvis.
Elvis, your Personal Month for January 2009 is 3
Elvis, January is a 3 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. Hence, the month brings you
optimism and energy. The drive and enthusiasm that emerged during the second half of last year
is still with you, along with a certain caution born of inner change and the emotional ups and
downs that arose during the previous 18 months.
You're aware of your need for support, cooperation, and advice. And this month, you find
yourself establishing closer ties and better communication among those with whom you live and
work.
Elvis, you are also reflective and relaxed. Take time to play and laugh. Reach out to friends
and loved ones. Communicate your ideas freely. You and your plans will be supported, which
will heighten your optimism about the future.
Romance is an important part of this months' experiences, and the chances are good that you
may meet someone special.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for January 2009 is 5
Priscilla, January is a 5 Personal Month in a 4 Personal Year. You experience some self-doubt
related to your work situation. You may question your direction. This frustration will be in the
background for most of the year, but this month particularly feels a little bit out of control.
However, hidden forces are guiding you carefully and your best approach is to persevere.
Later this month, or early next month, an opportunity will come your way that represents a
step forward in your career.
This month also brings some unexpected changes in other areas of your life; possibly an
unexpected trip. Be cautious in all financial affairs.
Priscilla, your family members demand a lot of attention and much practical guidance is
required from you. They look to you for direction.
Social events are favorable, particularly when they are work-related. You will make a very
positive impression on someone who can help you move forward.
If married or involved, maintain harmony and avoid rocking the boat.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for January 2009 is 3 and 5
This is one of the most compatible combinations of cycles, Elvis and Priscilla. You are both
experiencing a time of enhanced energy and dynamic growth.

Within the contexts of your relationship, you are able to communicate well, enjoy each other’s
company, and play off each other’s energy. Lower blood pressure and less stress bring more
flexibility to the body and to the mind, which explains why this is considered a cycle of healing.
There is little negative to say about this combination of cycles, except for the inherit danger of
having too much fun. Quite often, the three as well as the five draw elements of danger in their
search for new and exciting experiences, which does not go unnoticed to those around you. You
will have to be careful not to draw into your circle people whose influence is less than desirable.
Elvis, your Personal Month for February 2009 is 4
Elvis, February is a 4 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. You will realize early this month
that progress depends upon your willingness to work diligently and remain focused on details.
You feel capable and confident, but as your effort increases -- and the hours pile up -- you
may become frustrated with the slow response of others. Keep your nose to the grindstone, and
if necessary put in overtime. Don't try to dodge the bullet; bite down on it and keep going.
Meanwhile, be willing to cooperate, listen to others, and tactfully communicate your
convictions, as well as your doubts.
This is an excellent month to improve your financial position, particularly through better
management. Through your consistent and patient effort, a raise or profitable business deal is
also in the cards.
Relationships tend to be a little shaky for most of this month. Elvis, you may be somewhat
irritable and lack patience as a result of stress and emotional turmoil in your work-environment.
Maintaining a well-ordered environment and avoiding procrastination will help you bypass
much emotional stress.
Priscilla, your Personal Month for February 2009 is 6
Priscilla, February is a 6 Personal Month in a 4 Personal Year. It brings an increase in
responsibility and workload. You receive recognition for your efforts and abilities, and probably
a financial increase, as well.
Perhaps even more important is the role friends and family play during the period. Loyalty
and a willingness to sacrifice time and energy to your loved ones are needed.
You, in turn, receive comfort and satisfaction from their obvious love for you. It is a time of
love, warmth, and a strengthening of the bonds that form the foundation of your life. It is also a
good time to start domestic projects, such as minor remodeling and home repair.
If you are not married and are not involved in a relationship, you may meet someone who
catches your interest. In this case, the relationship will develop slowly but will endure. Priscilla,
your focus should be on being dependable and active.
There is no room for procrastination. Your health improves during this time.
Your Personal Month's compatibility for February 2009 is 4 and 6
Elvis and Priscilla, the combination of cycles you are now undergoing offers a number of
opportunities for you to improve the quality of all aspects of your life. You complement each
other very well. It is a time of shared effort with Elvis focusing on the practical aspects and

Priscilla on the heart and health of the relationship. Elvis and Priscilla, your energies are in line
and enhance all the good qualities found in the four and the six. You will experience progress as
well as financial growth, and will also manage to play a larger role in the community around
you. You may even find yourself combining your forces to reach common goals. Very few
negative influences may come from this combination of cycles. Even a tendency for Elvis to
become irritated - perhaps even angry - a little quicker during a four cycle is easily lessened by
Priscilla’s ability to reach out and comfort Elvis.

